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your body is no wonderland. sitting in the bathtub chin deep in water you stare at your 

legs and they don’t feel like you. they’re so long, the tub is so small, and your feet are so far 

away. you’ve grown anthills on your chest, cherry-topped sundaes, and you have thought so 

many times before—you remember looking in your mother’s bathroom mirror in the seventh 

grade, playing with these lopsided things like they were anyone’s but your own—and you have 

thought so many times before that they do not belong to you. it is hard to explain, because you’re 

not a boy, or you don’t think you are. but maybe you’re not a girl, either. you think of yourself as 

a soul, some intangible thing stuck into this body prior to birth that will one day be made free. 

and you forget about these things, largely. but you can’t strip to bathe without remembering. not 

with the bathroom mirror looming over you like a mother. 

in class, your pastor lectures on the existence of real life angels: contrary to what is 

commonly believed, he says, angels are not dead souls but different creatures entirely, 

messengers of god, amazing, bodiless and genderless. and while your classmates scrawl down 

notes you’re only thinking damn, damn, to be an angel. to be a soul, and nothing but, to be 

yourself, and nothing but, to be an angel—surely, there exists no higher form of heaven. you 

have no interest in being god, you have no interest in being human. you’d like to be an angel. 

your body is no wonderland. it cracks and bleeds, and your mother’s explanation is a 

short one—holding up your underwear above the washing machine like some holy catholic relic, 

she says “it looks like you’ve gotten your period,” and she hands you a pad, and she says, “just 

stick it on.” the girls in your class exchange stories about their first time getting the talk, and 

learning about sex, and you don’t have a memoir. too afraid to ask your mother for more you 



spend some months without the things you need and stuff your underwear with tissues, molding 

crude tampons from toilet paper and pushing them in. and i am not sure why this matters but it’s 

what’s coming to my head. 

in middle school they preached the binary. you remember sitting at your desk in the 

eighth grade learning about the intersex; your pastor says, if someone’s born with no obvious 

gender, their parents are meant to pick one and rear up their child in this manner, and they’ll 

learn to be what they’ve been molded into, and looking back—it sounds ridiculous, the argument 

seems to only further your developing opinion that gender is a social construct. and like any 

teenager you start to get upset. 

you’re not sure why but you can’t stand to shop for bras. your mother pulls your hand and 

draws you into a veritable rainforest of foreign colors you laughed and poked at as a kid—but as 

potentialities, these things are somehow terrible—and you start crying in the store, every time, 

not knowing why, and your mother gets frustrated and you are sorry, but not enough to buy the 

bras. so your mother buys them by herself, and leaves them on your bed to find when you come 

home. and you don’t know. 

sometimes, you like to wear them. you wear them to sleep, even, and your mother is 

confused, and you say, “i didn’t know you weren’t supposed to wear them all time, i didn’t know 

that there were rules.” and other times, you go for months and months just wearing tank tops in 

their place. 

everything’s kind of screwed up. your parents marry and divorce and you switch schools 

and you have social anxiety and depression and you read, and you write, and you think too 

goddamned much, and you grow older. and you cut your hair once, just take up your mother’s 

scissors and start chopping, and you’re light as an angel. you do this more than once, much to 



your mother’s expanding exhaustion. it just feels so good, and things like that are rare. you 

feel—happy. you feel—in control. in the eighth grade there’s not much you can control. 

in your latter years of high school, you experiment. your mother passes away and this is 

sad, but—there is no longer anyone reading your diary, or your facebook messages, or snooping 

through your things, and your father never thinks to buy you bras. he makes fun of your 

increasingly masculine clothes but you wear them anyway—run off to the boys department of 

kohl’s when he turns his back, and stand in the middle of all these flannel shirts and cargo shorts 

and bro tanks and baggy jeans and graphic tees and dress shirts and you are breathless, afraid of 

what the other shoppers are going to think, but every stitch of clothing is so wonderful, a haven 

of spun and woven happiness, that you never run away. you duck your head, and blush, and tell 

your father the cargo shorts are for girls. 

you wear ties to school, and dress shirts, and flannels, and fashion your likeness after that 

of your favorite characters on tv, and they are all men. high school was a mess but you look back 

on these times fondly, because you were sitting in a veritable prison cell and you made it look so 

you. and things got better. and you got more confused. 

the worst day works like this—you read this story, about a boy who builds up the guts to 

put on makeup, and you look in the mirror and think, if he can wear it, so can i. and you run to 

the convenience store and buy this two dollar eyeshadow, two dollar eyeliner, and think, i’m 

going to look so cool, so gothic, so punk, and you put it on. and you look in the mirror. and you 

look like a girl— 

and for some reason this makes you unbelievably upset. so you pick up the scissors, and 

you chop at your hair ‘til it’s a centimeter from death and ugly as all hell, but no matter how 



much you cut there’s still a woman in the mirror, and she’s so ugly, and this, you think, is hell. 

your body is no wonderland. you want to be a soul. 

it takes time, to figure yourself out. you cycle through labels like you run through genres 

of music every few months, make playlists standing up the beastie boys like barbie dolls right 

next to one direction, and whenever you think of this word, gender, you cry. whenever you’re 

asked how you identify, you cry, or you want to, and whenever your friends call you girl, you are 

upset. but you don’t have a reason; you just feel like a beast, like a damned angel, and not a 

happy one. because you feel so ugly and so wrong, as if your skin was something stuck to what 

was really you. you’re a beast. confused. Unhappy. 

you forget all these things, and, writing about them, you remember. and you feel peace. 

you are afraid. but after years of this confusion you have a name, a word, and agender 

without the space between the a and g is your heaven. you doubt yourself. but you shouldn’t. 

you’ve only just forgotten in the panic what you are. 

your body is no wonderland. but, maybe, you can redesign this thing that is your home. 

 
 


